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Sustrans works in three ways
•make local 

environments safer 

and more attractive for 

walking and cycling

•encourage and 

support individual 

behaviour change to 

active and  

sustainable travel

•influence policy and 

practice 



Context / big themes for active travel

•Infrastructure is a key priority for government (Large roads, rail and housing)

• Largest road building programme since 1970’s with £15bn Road Investment Strategy for large ‘strategic’ 

roads that widens gap further with investment on local transport 

•Large cuts to revenue funding across Government (particularly DfT and DH) 

• DfT was department with largest cut with resulting 70% reduction of Local Sustainable Transport Fund 

(LSTF) revenue funding

•Small amount of committed funding to take Cycling and Walking Investment Strategy Fund (CWIS) forwards –
although a five year budget line now exists

• Committed funds for cycling and walking are down 35% in 16/17 compared to 15/16, but could in theory 

be topped up from a variety of sources – see next slides  

•Reductions in central government funding to Local Authorities

• Central Government funding to local authorities has been cut by 6.7%, in real terms, that will undoubtedly 

have a wider impact of local funding of active travel  

•Further devolution of power to Northern Powerhouse, City regions, LEPs, and local Authorities

• Further investment in northern cities transport together with plans to consult on options to fully fund local 

authorities’ public health spending from their retained business rates receipts, as part of the move towards 

100% business rate retention





Moving Britain Ahead

Sustainable transport is vital to 
achieve its goals
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• What is sustainable transport?
• Providing travel choice and alternatives to the 

private car

• Why does Government promote it?

• Traffic congestion ruins economic networks

• Air pollution cuts short lives

• Physical inactivity costs the NHS £billions

• Lack of transport restricts access to work and skills 



Moving Britain Ahead

Sustainable transport is good for business
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Impact on productivity

• Improving connectivity – especially for those without (daily) access to a car – deepens 
labour markets. The better matching of skills to vacancies increases productivity..

• Reducing congestion and improving reliability cuts waste and is a direct productivity gain. 
Time savings increase agglomeration – sustainable travel solutions can achieve this in
dense inner city areas where options for more private car travel are exhausted. 

• More active workers are more productive, have lower absenteeism and less likely to die 
prematurely.  

Benefit from 2011-15:



• Government is projected to 
spend £142m on cycling and 
walking in 2015/16

• SR15 identified: £300m for 
cycling 16/17 - 20/21; £500m 
(capital) for LSTF Access fund 
and; £80m (revenue) LSTF 
Access fund for 16/17 – 19/20 

• Currently £92m is committed 
in 2016/17. (when revenue 
funding for the LSTF Access 
fund is included)

• Overall committed funds 
represent a 35%  reduction in 
16/17  compared to 15/16

• Revenue funding down 70% 
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Projected DfT spend on cycling and walking
England, outside of London

15/16 and 16/17

Cycle City Ambition Grant Bikeability

RIS - Cycling Fund Local Growth Fund

LSTF / Access Fund - Revenue Cycle Rail



Best guess approx cycling and 

walking investment 2016 - 2021



Sustainable Transport and Economic 
Performance

• Investment in sustainable travel reduces congestion and 
pollution, increases economic activity, creates sustainable local 
jobs and supports High Streets

• Benefits for the local economy of improved employee health and 
reduced absenteeism

• Gains from inter-city connectivity can only be fully realised if 
within city travel can cope with current and future demand and 
supports vibrant and growing economic centres

• There are many examples of how investment in sustainable 
transport has brought about local economic benefits

• We should not forget other measurables-impact on health, 
carbon emissions, pollution etc.



Economic performance

Signposting guides, tools and case studies

• Investing in cycling and walking: the economic case for action –
report and toolkit (DfT)

• The value of cycling: rapid evidence review of the economic 
benefits of cycling – (Phil Jones + University of Birmingham)

• Assessing the productivity benefits of improving inter-city 
connectivity in Northern England (Frontier Economics for the 
National Infrastructure Commission)

• Evidence Review Transport (What Works Centre for Local 
Economic Growth)

• TDEP papers on What Works and Scheme Economic Impacts



Evaluation of Cycling Infrastructure

Cycling infrastructure has to compete with many other types of 
project that also require funding.  

Many LEPS have not funded cycling infrastructure projects but 
some have.

BCR ratios from cycling infrastructure schemes are much greater 
than for other transport improvement schemes

Impact on local economy and jobs are the key measurables 
alongside GVA and benefit cost assessments

We should not forget other measurables-impact on health, carbon 
emissions, pollution etc.



So what do we need to measure?

• Estimating the impact of leisure and tourism

Is data available on key leisure and tourism routes? This to 
enable forecasting of usage and economic impact. Are routes 
planned going to have maximum usage and impact? 

• Optimising the possibility for walking and cycling to contribute 
to economic growth

What are our gaps in understanding how cycling contributes to 
economic growth in D2N2?  Impact on local economies of 
commuting, connections to primary growth areas, implications of 
congestion on economy, health impacts.

Need to look at interventions and analyse benefits and impacts. 



So what do we need to measure?

• What works in sustainable and active travel

Need to know what investment will bring in terms of uplift in 
cycling and walking numbers.  What gives the most bang for your 
buck?  Difference between what works in cities and market towns 
and understanding locally specific impacts 

• Designing a monitoring and evaluation framework for cycling 
and walking

Have we got the data we need?  What else do we need to have 
measured in order to make a clear economic case?



LEPs & the Growth Deal

• Regional governance has changed with creation of LEPs 
and Combined Authorities 

• Only 49% of LEPs included named walking & cycling 
investment in their Strategic Economic Plans

• Investment very tightly focused on economic growth



LEP Local Assurance Framework

Production of SEP with objectives for growth. Projects 

must fit with this.

Analysis of potential projects (transport /regen / skills) 

against local assessment frameworks. Usually 

competitive with most economically advantageous 

schemes prioritised.

Value for money is key measured against HM Treasury 

Green Book Principles

Use of  WebTAG compliant analysis for transport 

schemes, usually alongside assessment of other 

impacts and outputs



Example of LEP Transport scheme criteria

• Deliverable in 2015/16

• Request for capital funding only

• Clearly defined scope

• Supported by authority responsible for delivery

• Links to SEP priorities

• Solve a current or future transport problem that constrains economic 
growth or safeguards the economy

• Supports economic growth, generation of employment and/ or housing 
growth

• Supported by a local contribution



Purpose of STDEP

Encourage LEPs to invest in Sustainable Transport projects

Non ring-fenced DfT investment of 500m in Sustainable Transport

Civilised place-making.  Designing and regenerating places to encourage 

people to use them and enjoy being in them



Transport Delivery Excellence Programme – Phase 1

- Component part of wider TDEP programme overseen by 
Local Partnerships (HM Treasury, LGA), LEP network 
and DfT.

- April – July 2015

- £250,000

- Engaged 28 out of 39 LEPs

- Co-ordinated by Sustrans, delivered by Active Travel 
Consortium 

- Specifically, whilst requests for support from LEPs 
varied, 10 areas of requested support were recorded -
out of which the top 4 key themes were: 

• Advice on developing the economic case for 

sustainable transport schemes (Requested by 
72% of LEPs engaged with the programme).

• Advice/support on design and development (68%)
• Advice on action plans for increasing active travel 

(64%) 
• Advice on monitoring and evaluating (56%). 
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- Department for Transport Programme 

- delivered by the Active Travel Consortium

- co-ordinated by Sustrans in partnership with: British 

Cycling, CTC, Living Streets and TAS Partnership.  

10 areas of support were requested.  

Top five themes were: 

• Advice on developing the economic case for sustainable 
transport schemes (requested by 72% of LEPs engaged with 
the programme). 

• Advice/support on design and development (68%) 

• Advice on action plans for increasing active travel (64%) 

• Advice on monitoring and evaluating (56%) 

• Advice on design, development and management of projects 
that redesign the public realm (50%) 

£250,000 of investment from DfT provided support to 28 LEPs. 

STDEP 2015 – key themes



England (North):

North East, Tees Valley, Lancashire, Cheshire and Warrington, Cumbria, Leeds City 
Region, Sheffield City Region.

England (Midlands):

D2N2, Greater Lincolnshire, Northamptonshire, South East Midlands, New Anglia, 
Hertfordshire, Stoke and Staffordshire, Coventry and Warwickshire, The Marches.

England (South):

Enterprise M3, Coast to Capital, Oxfordshire, TV Berkshire, Buckinghamshire TV, Solent, 
Cornwall, Heart of South West, Dorset, West of England, Swindon and Wiltshire, GFirst.

Transport Delivery Excellence Programme – Phase 1

What LEPs we supported



Examples of TDEP 1 projects

Cornwall –Reviewing designs as a critical friend moving them closer 
to delivery 

Enterprise M3. Pipeline scheme review – getting schemes up to the 
level where they can be funded through the Growth Deal (or similar 
future pots, i.e. the Access Fund). 

Leeds. Importance of  place making. 

OXLEP – Town/area wide study.

Sheffield – current and potential application of Big Data with regards 
to active travel and how it could be used to inform the cycling and 
walking strategy for the area. 



Examples of TDEP 2 projects

• Thames Valley/Berkshire. Sustainable Transport support to the 
Master Planning for Wokingham Local plan housing sites

• Greater Manchester. support to develop the Greater Manchester 
Cycling Investment Plan (2018-2021) in order to maximise the 
allocation for cycling schemes with the next round of Local Growth 
Funding (LGF3)

• Stakeholder workshops with engineers, designers, stakeholders

Toolkit Development. Housing Growth Zone, Public Health and an 
Economic Evaluation Toolkit are being developed that will place all 
latest guidance on a single website and provide a range of 
“comparative” case studies and links to relevant research papers. 



WebTAG use in D2N2

• Assessment of a number of city, town and rural schemes with 
modelling using the WebTAG framework.

• Over a 10 year appraisal period, estimated economic benefits of 
£234,871,524

• Over a 30 year appraisal period, estimated economic benefits of 
£988,188,075 

• WebTAG modelling showed a mode-shift to 10% of all commuters 
travelling by bike over 40,000,000 car km per year removed.



Use of Sustrans RATE tool

Tool to rank and assess infrastructure schemes

33 measured attributes

Column Weighting Manual Fields Automatic Fields

Employment 15% 7.5% 7.5%

Housing 15% 7.5% 7.5%

Education 15% 7.5% 7.5%

Rail 15% 7.5% 7.5%

Leisure 7.5% 7.5%

Local Services 7.5% 7.5%

Bus/Tram 7.5% 7.5%

Safety 7.5% 7.5%

Deprivation 5% 5%

Deliverability 5% 5%

TOTAL 100%



Zero 
emission 
vehicles 
arrived
years 
ago.

Matthew.easter@Sustrans.org.uk


